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Graham Cornick
would like to give you ...

A Talk
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Wild Side

Incorporating points on pets
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A Talk on the Wild Side
Graham has been working with
wildlife since 1978 and before that was
involved with domestic animals, even
from an early age. He has a great deal
of knowledge and compassion for the
subject. He cares and that’s what it is
all about – “caring”.

He has been lecturing on wildlife and
its care for over 20 years at schools,
colleges, to disabled as well as ablebodied people, to all kinds of clubs and
organisations, birthday parties, etc.

The purpose of our talks is twofold.
Firstly, to inform young people of the
hazards our wildlife has to cope with
in the world. We outline the different
species, discuss the problems involved
in looking after injured, orphaned and
sick animals and stress the importance
of wildlife, including birds, in Britain.
We have a few permanent residents at
the Hospital, some of which may
accompany us on talks.
Secondly, our purpose is to
demonstrate how people of all ages
may play an active role in the
conservation of Britain’s wildlife and
to protect and improve the
environment, not just for their own
benefit, but for future generations as
well.

The talks have proven to be very
popular over the years and Graham is
kept very busy. The talks can be
tailored to each group’s needs.
They are designed to encourage
children and adults alike to respect
wildlife and in fact all animals, wild or
domestic.

At the end of our talks, “Question
Time” frequently reveals the genuine
concern and enthusiasm young people
already have for this subject.
Our charges for talks vary, and can be
tailored to your specific requirements.
If you would like a visit to your school,
club or social event, please contact us
using the form enclosed and we shall
be happy to discuss suitable
arrangements.

All over Britain, wildlife is suffering
Animals such as the tiny natterjack
toad, the barn owl,
the badger and
even the hare – all
once prolific in
Britain – are
now endangered and
struggling for their
survival.

Even the red deer and the fox –
animals not generally considered to
be under threat – are in potential
danger.
Sadly it is
Man’s
activities

“Points on Pets” is another animal
subject that is close to Graham’s
heart. How well do you look after
your pets? Whether it is a mouse,
guinea pig, rabbit, rat, cat or dog, they
must have care and attention from
their owners throughout their lives.
When folks go to buy a pet, they need
to consider accommodation, bedding,
feeding, veterinary care etc. Who will
care for it when you go on holiday? A
pet will take time and money. It will
be a member of your family for its
whole life.

and lack of awareness that threaten
them. New roads and bigger towns
steal their environment. Breeding
patterns are disrupted and animals
are victim to traffic accidents,
pollution and changes in farming
methods.
Gwen

